1992 jeep wagoneer

The Jeep Wagoneer is a luxury 4x4 produced and marketed under Jeep under successive
automakers from to Available initially with rear-wheel drive. The Jeep Wagoneer evolved to
create the luxury 4X4 market segment starting with the Super Wagoneer model. The Wagoneer
made its debut seven years before Land Rover launched its Range Rover in Great Britain, 18
years before Land Rover introduced a 4-door version, and 24 years before that marque
appeared in the US. With competition from the "big three" automakers advancing on Jeep's
four-wheel-drive market, Willys management decided that a new and more advanced vehicle
was needed. Conceived in the early s while Willys-Overland Motors was owned by Kaiser Jeep
Corporation , the Wagoneer replaced the original Willys Jeep Station Wagon , originally
introduced in July and in production until the model year. It was introduced in November for the
model year as a successor to the Willys Jeep Station Wagon that had been built since Although
sharing a pickup truck chassis like its predecessor , the Wagoneer had a sophisticated station
wagon body design, that was more carlike than any other 4x4 on the market. Together with the
Gladiator Truck , the revolutionary Wagoneer SJ platform included an advanced overhead cam
straight-six engine , and offered features unheard of at the time in any other mainstream 4WD
vehicle, such as independent front suspension , [9] power steering, automatic transmission,
[10] [11] a factory radio and optional air-conditioning. Like its long-lived predecessor, the new
Wagoneer took shape under industrial designer Brooks Stevens , while Willys' engineering staff
handled the technical development. To appeal to mainstream consumers, the Wagoneer
received a relatively low stance and car-like manners. The lower entry height was accomplished
with a transfer-case and a compact running gear design. Suspension tuning gave it a good ride,
but because it was developed as a truck, it could haul and tow as needed. The original
Wagoneer was a full-size body-on-frame vehicle that shared its architecture with the Jeep
Gladiator pickup truck. At first, it offered many body types, suspension, and drivetrain options.
Available as both two- or four-door wagons, the two-door could be had as a " Panel Delivery "
model with windowless sides behind the doors and double "barn doors" in the rear instead of
the usual tailgate and roll-down rear window. Both a 3-speed manual and automatic
transmission were offered, each available with either 2WD rear-wheel-drive, or part-time
four-wheel-drive without a center differential, but with manually locking front hubs. Like on the
original Willys Wagon, [14] [15] independent front suspension instead of a rigid front axle was
again offered to give the Wagoneer a more car-like ride and handling. Shortly after the
introduction of the Wagoneer, in early , Willys Motors changed its name to "Kaiser Jeep
Corporation". While it made less power, it returned greater economy, but this
lower-compression version was phased out within a year. As of , all models came with a new
standard safety package that included front and rear seat belts, a padded dash and high impact
windshield, and a dual braking system. According to the automotive press this engine was
smooth, powerful, reliable and easily maintained, [ citation needed ] but most likely it was
cheaper. Although the independent front suspension was positively reviewed, [16] the option
was not popular and was dropped from production, at least for the 4WD models, in The model
year also saw the introduction of the more luxurious Super Wagoneer, identified by a new more
modern-looking full-width grille. With comfort and convenience features not standard or even
available on other vehicles of its type at the time - e. Production of the Super Wagoneer ended
in , and in total it is believed that 3, Super Wagoneers were produced. Between and , all
rear-wheel drive only models, which the four-wheel drives had outsold from the beginning, were
discontinued, and from then on all Wagoneers and Cherokees had solid axles and leaf-springs,
both front and rear. American Motors improved manufacturing efficiency and lowered costs by
incorporating shared components such as engines. Reducing noise, vibration, and harshness
improved the Wagoneer driving experience. Visually, a big change was made during the model
year, by replacing the metal grill with a new plastic grill with an egg crate pattern instead of
vertical bars. The innovative Quadra-Trac full-time four-wheel-drive system, which broadened
the appeal of Jeep products to people who wanted four-wheel-drive traction without the
inconvenience of a manual-shift transfer case and manual locking hubs , was introduced in In
AMC redesigned the greenhouse of the defunct two-door Wagoneer, with much wider D-pillars
and single, long rear side-windows, and reintroduced it as the Cherokee. This replaced the
Jeepster Commando , whose sales had not met expectations despite an extensive revamp. Also
in , front disc brakes were introduced as standard equipment. While the new Cherokees still had
4-wheel drum brakes standard, front discs could be had as an option. From all Wagoneer and
Cherokee models received beefed up frames with stronger cross-members and boxed side rail
construction. After the introduction of the Cherokee, AMC began to move the Wagoneer
upmarket, and that brought high demand from a new market segment. On other SJ models,
there were few styling changes until , when all Wagoneer, Cherokee, and J Series pickup
models received a substantial styling update with one-piece aluminum bumpers and a new

one-piece chrome plastic grille with a protruding middle section shaped somewhat like a pig's
nose, horizontal slats, and square headlights. The Wagoneer continued to sell relatively well
after production dropped to 10, in , but increased to 13, in , 18, in , and 18, in In , the Wagoneer
line was expanded to three models. The Custom Wagoneer was the basic model, yet it included
a four-speed transmission, free-wheeling hubs, power steering, and power front disc brakes, as
well as passenger area carpeting. A new Brougham model added an upgraded interior trim that
included woodgrain for the instrument cluster and horn cover, floor mats, power tailgate
window, as well as the "convenience" and "light" packages. The Brougham's exterior included a
thin side body scuff molding with a narrow woodgrain insert, roof rack, as well as bright door
and quarter window frames, and a lower tailgate molding. The basic "Custom" model was
eliminated for , and a new Selec-Trac system became standard equipment. A dash-mounted
control allowed the driver to change between two-wheel and four-wheel drive. The switch
activated a vacuum-activated spline clutch that was built into the transfer case that engaged the
front axle assembly. A shift lever mounted on the side of the transmission hump allowed the
driver to shift between four-high and four-low with the vehicle moving, although the
transmission had to be shifted to neutral and the vehicle had to be moving at less than 5 miles
per hour to accomplish this. AMC originally intended for these vehicles to replace the SJ-body
Wagoneer models but high demand prompted the company to keep the old SJ-body Wagoneer
in production alongside them despite the fact the design, largely unchanged since , was
becoming increasingly antiquated. In mid, AMC introduced a less expensive version called the
Wagoneer "Custom", without the simulated woodgrain exterior. The Custom had steel wheels
with hubcaps, standard equipment was pared down, and it had part-time four-wheel drive. Thus,
at the end of , production reached 20, with just one fully equipped version available. The Grand
Wagoneer remained "the gold standard of the SUV market" and from it would continue in one
version using the old SJ-body until the end of the Grand Wagoneer production under Chrysler.
An improved handling package was introduced in that incorporated a revised front sway bar,
gas-filled shock absorbers, and lower friction rear springs. A total of 17, Grand Wagoneers were
built for Starting in the model year, the Grand Wagoneer received a new four-part front grille and
a stand-up hood ornament. An updated audio system became a standard feature and a power
sunroof installed by American Sunroof Corporation became a factory option. However, the most
significant change was the installation of a fully revamped interior including a new dash pad,
new instrumentation, new door panel design, shorter nap cut-pile carpeting, new leather, and
corduroy seat cover designs as well as front seats that now featured adjustable headrests.
Changes were made to the instrument panel that now featured square gauges, and contained an
improved climate control system. The metal glove box door was also replaced with a plastic
door featuring a woodgrain overlay. A new two-spoke steering wheel also included new stalks
for the lights and wiper and washer controls on the column. The Selec-Trac driveline gained a
new Trac-Lok limited-slip differential to send power to the wheel with the best traction. There
were 17, Grand Wagoneers built in The last model year developed under AMC, , was also the
25th anniversary of the Wagoneer design. The exterior featured revised woodgrained sides in
"marine teak" with new nameplates and V8 badges. On the inside were new tan or cordovan
trims that replaced the honey and garnet colors, while the interior assist pulls on the door
panels were removed. A combined 14, units were built by AMC and Chrysler for Chrysler bought
out American Motors Corporation on 2 March Chrysler had other priorities, and although the
Jeep J-Series pickups that shared the SJ platform and directly competed with Chrysler's Dodge
Ram pickups were discontinued in , Chrysler left the Grand Wagoneer largely untouched over
its first few years overseeing Jeep production, and even continued to build the model with the
carbureted AMC V8 instead of its own arguably, more modern fuel-injected V8. Year-to-year
changes were minimal. At the time of Chrysler's purchase, customer demand for the Grand
Wagoneer continued to be steady, and it was a very profitable model generating approximately
five to six thousand dollars on each unit. The â€” model years are considered the "best of the
breed" due to a number of upgrades. These include upgraded wood siding and modernized
aluminum alloy wheels that lost their gold-colored inlays in favor of gunmetal grey metallic.
Chrysler also introduced an electrocoat primer for better rust proofing and all exterior colors
were now applied in a two-stage base-clearcoat system. In , Jeep's first full year under Chrysler,
14, Grand Wagoneers were produced. An interior overhead console, taken from Chrysler's
popular minivans , was also added. This functional console featured much brighter map lights,
an outside temperature sensor and compass, a storage compartment for sunglasses as well as
an infrared remote-controlled key-less entry system. The last three model years also featured
several new exterior paint colors and the tan interior color was replaced with a lighter color that
Jeep called "sand". The "new" exterior colors included a hunter green metallic that was only
available in the model year and is the paint color of the Grand Wagoneer in the Chrysler

museum, as well as the color of the very last Grand Wagoneer ever made. The Wagoneer
enjoyed one of the longest production runs of any Jeep product. By , it was the longest-running
domestically produced vehicle 29 years on the same platform. As a result of the oil price shock ,
gasoline prices in the United States rose 11 percent in less than a year. Slow sales continued
during the Gulf War and only 1, Grand Wagoneers were produced in the model year. In addition
to its poor fuel economy, the antiquated SJ platform would have required extensive
re-engineering to comply with new Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards that would apply to
all light trucks and sport utility vehicles sold in the United States by the mids. As a result, on 27
February , Chrysler announced that it was ending production of the Grand Wagoneer, leaving
the Jeep line without a full-size SUV. Even before Chrysler assembled the final SJ Grand
Wagoneer there were specialized companies that were refurbishing and restoring them. The â€”
models years are considered "the best of the breed and still have a loyal following among a
select group". In , the â€” models were in a list of eight SUVs that have become collectibles and,
depending on the condition, desirable items at car auctions. By , the appraisal values of Grand
Wagoneers had been increasing an average of 2 to 6 percent with each bi-monthly update for
most of past ten years according to Hagerty. By , the â€” Jeep Grand Wagoneers that "created
the blueprint followed by countless others" were among the most sought-after cars during the
pandemic according to Hagerty, and in the top nine of a curated list of the best vintage cars on
the market. The Jeep Grand Wagoneer nameplate reappeared for one-year as the top-of-the-line
model of the new Jeep ZJ platform debuted for the Grand Cherokee for the model year. The
Wagoneer was occasionally used in rallying , mainly in the United States. In May , Chrysler's
"Five-Year Plan" was unveiled, which included the intention to release a flagship vehicle called
the Grand Wagoneer that would share a platform with the Durango and Grand Cherokee by the
model year. Originally planned to replace the Durango, the Grand Wagoneer would be sold
alongside it and the Grand Cherokee. On 9 June , Fiat Chrysler announced that it would unveil a
new version of the full-sized Grand Wagoneer at its dealers' convention on 25 August Due to the
COVID pandemic that has temporarily halted automotive production in North America, FCA is
delaying the start of production by at least three months, and is expected to debut this full-size
version in early as a model. On September 3, , Jeep revealed the concept vehicle, along with
other models and their 4xe electric hybrid technology. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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passenger and cargo room, and ever-greater levels of luxury. Willys Motors, since a division of
Kaiser Industries, had the market for light-duty four-wheel-drive vehicles nearly all to itself for
years. It began producing the CJ-2A -- the civilian version of the already-famous wartime "jeep"
-- in mid , then introduced four-wheel-drive trucks in Although the four-wheel-drive market
wasn't large in the immediate post- World War II years, Willys dominated it. But for , there
appeared a new contender. International Harvester introduced its Scout line of modern
four-wheel-drive vehicles. The Scout's target was the Jeep CJ, but with more room and comfort.
Suddenly, Jeep was facing serious competition. Willys management sprang into action. In early
, funding was approved for a new-product program that would include an entirely new range of
Jeep vehicles and a new engine. Chief engineer A. Sampietro would handle the nuts and bolts,
while the styling job was assigned to Brooks Stevens, the talented independent designer Willys
had on retainer, and the tiny in-house Jeep styling staff under Jim Angers. A similar request
during the mids was how Stevens began his affiliation with Willys. Back then, he labored on a
series of postwar designs that resulted in the Jeep Station Wagon in In , a four-wheel-drive
version made its debut; it was the very first sport-utility vehicle. But that was then and this was
now. Willys no longer owned the four-wheel-drive market as it had a decade before. Then came
the Scout, and if it succeeded, would others follow? Stevens was going to have to come up with
something really spectacular to compete with them all. What Stevens developed, after a series
of clay studies and endless sketches, was an attractive station wagon with fashionable, almost
elegant lines. Introduced in November , Willys called it the Jeep Wagoneer. It was larger than
the old Jeep wagons and capable of carrying six passengers comfortably. Glass areas were
unusually large, endowing the interior with an airy, open feel quite unlike any previous utility
wagon. The slab-sided body had a masculine handsomeness. Front-end styling was especially
distinctive: a keystone grille flanked by large round vents almost as large as the headlamps.
The hood was low, the flanks spare of unnecessary ornamentation. It was a simple, honest look
without gimmicks. This was not the sort of styling usually associated with trucks, yet it was
much more rugged looking than an ordinary car. The overall style perfectly reflected
Wagoneer's personality. Family wagon features abounded, with roll-down windows at each
door, a tailgate with retractable window, and a stylish instrument panel. Engineers integrated
the various four-wheel-drive components into the chassis design so that although the body sat
low to the road, ground clearance remained excellent. The step-in height was almost like that of
an ordinary car. The company boasted that "The Wagoneer Wagoneer's inch wheelbase was
almost half a foot longer than the previous Jeep wagon, and its These were the largest,
roomiest wagons Jeep had ever built. Car Life noted "overall dimensions are almost identical to
those of the Chevy II But Wagoneer looks a lot bigger than it really is -- for reasons we cannot
fully explain. That perceived difference was crucial to the Wagoneer's acceptance. In the public
mind, the International and Chevrolet wagons were trucks; the Wagoneer seemed more like a
family car substitute. Even more important to its success was this: Wagoneer was a rolling
laboratory of new ideas. It simply bristled with innovations. Wagoneers offered not one but two
body styles; a conventional two-door utility wagon and a new four-door wagon that greatly
expanded its appeal to families. Wagoneer was also the first four-wheel-drive vehicle to offer an
automatic transmission -- by any estimate, the single most-desired feature among car buyers.
The optional column-shifted Borg-Warner automatic earned Wagoneer a place on the shopping
lists of thousands of new-car prospects. Wagoneer also was the first four-wheel-drive wagon to
offer an optional independent front suspension, utilizing long torsion bars in place of the
standard front leaf springs for a smoother, carlike ride. This setup also reduced the turning
radius by 16 inches. Four-wheel drive was operated by a floor-mounted lever. The transfer case
included four-wheel high and low ranges, plus regular two-wheel drive, though apparently
Wagoneers with automatic transmission didn't come with a low range. Indicator lights told
drivers at a glance in which drive range the vehicle was engaged. There was innovation under
the hood as well, where the new "Tornado OHC" six-cylinder overhead-camshaft engine nestled
comfortably in the large engine bay. Although it first appeared late in the model year as an
option on Jeep utility wagons, pickups, and panel trucks, the engine was developed especially
for the new Jeep line. Then the only ohc engine from a U. Willys claimed it offered "the lowest
specific fuel consumption of all production gasoline engines. Standard transmission was a
three-speed manual with a column-mounted shifter. Designated series J, at announcement
Wagoneer offered two trim grades. Base-level Wagoneers came with plain upholstery and
rubber floor mats, while flossier Deluxe models offered full carpeting plus fancier upholstery
and door trim. Later in the year, the Custom series replaced the Deluxe, apparently without any
change in equipment. Like most American vehicles back then, the base price was merely a
starting point. Wagoneer offered a broad list of optional equipment. A dash-mounted compass
was standard on four-wheel-drive models, optional for two-wheelers. There were work options

too, including snowplows, winches -- even a rotary broom. Automotive magazines loved the
new Willys. Four-Wheeler called Wagoneer "a striking and remarkable styling change" and
spoke of "important advancements for four-wheelers. City mileage was The reaction to the Jeep
Wagoneer was unprecedented. The public flocked to Jeep dealers to see the new Wagoneer.
Although Willys had anticipated increased sales, it was unable to keep up with the tremendous
demand. With the exception of optional air conditioning, the Jeep Wagoneer mostly stood pat.
During , Wagoneer helped set a retail sales record for Jeep in the U. New dealers flocked to the
Willys standard, and by year's end, the sales force numbered 1, franchised dealers, the highest
number in years. From that point, the division would be known as Kaiser Jeep Corporation. The
reason was a desire "to properly identify the Toledo company as one of the growing Kaiser
family of industries. Although there were no significant appearance changes for , Wagoneers
offered a new feature especially appreciated by families -- air conditioning. Although the feature
wasn't as popular then as it is today, it was important for Wagoneer to offer the full range of
passenger-car comforts, which enhanced Jeep's reputation for pioneering new ideas. In
response to complaints of engine knock in high-altitude areas, a lower-compression bhp
version of the Tornado OHC was made available. The sales network grew to 2, dealers and
production of Wagoneers was begun at several overseas affiliates. The following year saw the
first significant changes with the Jeep Wagoneer. At introduction, nothing seemed different on
the surface. The Jeep Wagoneer boasted improved safety and performance features. But the
optional Jeep Vigilante engine arrived and that was welcome news. The new engine was the
two-barrel- carburetor version of the American Motors cid V-8 that made bhp. Fuel economy
ranged from Both engines came with a three-speed stick as standard. Overdrive was offered
with either engine, though again only on two-wheel-drive models. Later that same year,
Wagoneer was given a handsome new full-width grille. A new standard safety package included
padded sun visors and dash, seat belts front and rear, two-speed electric wipers with washers,
back-up lights, chrome outside mirror, safety-glass windshield, and dual-circuit self-adjusting
brakes. For the first time, a low range was offered for four-wheelers ordered with the automatic
transmission. The Jeep Wagoneer was a model that years later would be recognized as a
landmark vehicle. The Super Wagoneer was a new idea, a luxury four-wheel-drive vehicle. The
interior of the Jeep Wagoneer was attractive, masculine, and functional. The exterior included
such luxury touches as a vinyl-covered roof, standard roof rack, mag-style wheel covers,
whitewall tires, and unique fender ornaments. Antique Gold trim panels ran along the sides,
with a matching trim panel on the tailgate. Inside, Super Wagoneers featured fancy bucket
seats, a console, and thick carpeting. The standard engine was a potent bhp four-barrel version
of the Vigilante V The Super Wagoneer, which lasted through , was the plushest, most luxurious
four-wheel-drive wagon the world had seen at that point, a pioneer that blazed a trail for today's
luxury SUVs. Over the next decade, the Jeep Wagoneer underwent many changes.
Two-wheel-drive models put in their final appearance in The two-door Wagoneer, never a big
seller, was discontinued after the following season. American Motors Chairman Roy D. Chapin,
Jr. By the model year, the Buick cid V-8 had replaced the Vigilante, but during , AMC's own and
cid engines were installed as the Wagoneer's optional V-8s. The base six, meanwhile, became
the corporate cid, bhp unit. In mid, an electric sliding steel sunroof became an option, possibly
the first offered on an SUV. Interiors were upgraded, and AMC engineers made special efforts to
solve noise and vibration problems. Many more dealers were now retailing Wagoneers. As a
result, sales increased at a steady pace throughout the Seventies. Innovations kept on coming,
too. In , Wagoneer got the new Quadra-Trac full-time four-wheel-drive system. Not that
Quadra-Trac was only for suburbanites. Today, all premium SUVs offer full-time four-wheel
drive. The following year, a bhp, cube V-8 became the standard Wagoneer engine, with a horse
cid powerplant ushered in as the step-up option. Quadra-Trac joined the standard-equipment
list in When a four-door Cherokee was added in , the Wagoneer was reduced to a single model
with appointments roughly equivalent to those of the former Custom version. That isolation
wouldn't last long, though. The introduction of the Jeep Wagoneer Limited set the sport-utility
market on its ear. A spiritual successor to the old Super Wagoneer, the Limited was the most
luxurious four-wheeler anyone had ever seen. Exterior features included wood-grain side- and
rear-trim panels, styled aluminum wheels, wood-grain-trimmed roof rack, and more. Gilchrist
wrote to dealers several months before Limiteds hit their showrooms. Early advertising was
placed in magazines with affluent readerships. These were golden years for Jeep, with the
factory operating at capacity, waiting lists of buyers, and fat profit margins. Annual Wagoneer
production was in the 20,, range from to This was actually the second oil-producer embargo of
the decade; the first came in late and lasted until the following spring. Although sales of the
Cherokee dropped like a stone, Wagoneer sales held up fairly well. Still, no one knew how long
this new crisis would last, so the factory began to make changes to improve Wagoneer fuel

economy. The Jeep Wagoneer developed and improved through the decade. New models were
developed, and the old ones evolved to provide more desirable function and amenities. The
Grand Wagoneer featured improvements to its suspension and Selec-Trac four-wheel-drive.
One step Jeep took in was to reinstate the cid six with part-time four-wheel drive and a choice of
automatic or four-speed manual transmission as an alternative to the standard powertrain of
V-8, automatic, and Quadra-Trac. The optional four-barrel-carb and cid V-8s had already been
dropped after With the six, the Wagoneer turned in a very respectable 15 mpg in city driving and
19 mpg on the highway. In , a new Wagoneer Brougham joined the line, slotted in between the
base model and the Limited. Brougham included upgraded interior trim, extra insulation, power
tailgate window, roof rack, and a host of extra features. The six-cylinder engine became
standard again, with the bhp, cid V-8 optional for all models. Quadra-Trac and the automatic
were standard on the Limited. For , a five-speed manual transmission was available, and a new
Selec-Trac system replaced Quadra-Trac in April. When road conditions permitted, Selec-Trac
allowed for more fuel-efficient rear-drive-only operation at the flick of a switch on the
dashboard. The base Wagoneer was dropped for , leaving a choice of Brougham or Limited
models. Manual transmissions were also discontinued. An automatic transmission with
Selec-Trac became standard. But their introduction didn't mean the end of the old Wagoneer.
Like all Wagoneers, the Jeep Wagoneer could tow trailers that weighed up to 5, pounds. The
former Wagoneer Limited returned to showrooms as the Grand Wagoneer. The six continued as
standard, but the two-barrel V-8 was a very popular option. Grand Wagoneer was what people
were looking for in a full-sized SUV. In the late Eighties and early Nineties, Jeep's big Wagoneer
would continue with incremental advances, such as an improved suspension and
"shift-on-the-fly" Selec-Trac , a new instrument panel , a return to standard V-8 power , and
added convenience features. Though it was near the end of the line, the Jeep Wagoneer
continued to impress. Despite advancing age -- by it had been on the market for 25 years -- it
continued to thrill buyers and road testers. Wagoneer officially reached the end of the road in
Having crawled back up a bit in the early Eighties after the gas crisis, sales had fallen off
gradually over the next few years. One enthusiast claims to have documented four s, and
reports that perhaps as many as were built. Why the factory would build such a small run is a
challenging question. It may have been that some last-minute orders needed to be filled, or
perhaps it was an effort to use up leftover parts -- or maybe it was a combination of those
things. There was a sort of Grand Wagoneer revival in , a loaded, wood-grained version of the
all-new Grand Cherokee, but it didn't sell very well. How could they settle for an imitation? Want
to learn more about the classic Jeep Wagoneer? Jeep vehicles catered to a gradually growing
market for four-wheel-drive models after World War II. Its mix of four-wheel capability with
carlike style and comfort placed it in a unique niche, and its success continued for 25 years.
Jeep Wagoneers held 91 cubic feet of cargo, plus had an optional roof rack to carry more.
Construction Layout front-engine, four-wheel drive Type body on frame Frame ladder-type with
steel channel side members, five cross members Body material steel Body style station wagon,
2 or 4 doors. Compression ratio standard 8. Main Bearings standard 4 optional 5. Valve Lifters
standard mechanical optional hydraulic. Electrical System standard volt Driveline optional volt
Driveline. Transmission standard 3-speed manual, synchromesh, column-mounted shifter
optional 3-speed automatic with torque converter, column-mounted shifter. Clutch standard
single dry plate optional single dry plate. Differentials front hypoid full-floating rear hypoid
semifloating. Transfer case standard 2-speed optional 2-speed. Suspension front standard:
solid I-beam axle, 4-leaf semielliptic springs, tubular shock absorbers; optional: independent,
single-pivot swing axles with torsion bars, tubular shock absorbers rear solid axle, 6-leaf
semielliptic springs, tubular shock absorbers. Steering and Brakes Steering type recirculating
ball, worm and roller Turning circle, feet 44 Turns, lock to lock 4. Tires and Wheels Tire size 8.
He did. The Reaction to the Jeep Wagoneer. To follow the Wagoneer story into , continue on to
the next page. To learn about the Jeep Wagoneer, continue on to the next page. To follow the
development of the Jeep Wagoneer from , continue on to the next page. Continue on to the next
page to read about the Jeep Wagoneer Limited. To follow the Jeep Wagoneer story through the
s, continue to the next page. To follow the development of Jeep in the early s, see the next page.
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